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A Plea For A Universal, Unified EMR
James C. Salwitz, M.D.
At some point, this gets to be ridiculous. Online, I can buy any item from anywhere
at any price, pay any bill, watch any movie, listen to any song, order dinner,
schedule car repair or read about any subject on Wikipedia. I can determine the
weather in Rio, sport scores of Barcelona, Parisian traffic or by GPS the location of
my kids, just down the block.
However, I absolutely cannot learn anything at all of the health history of the flesh
and blood cancer patient sitting right in front of me.
Today, I am seeing long-term patient, Thomas R. Father of three and a really nice
guy, Tom is a medical challenge. He is immunocompromised and status post 20
years of complex chemotherapy, radiotherapy, a bone marrow transplant and
several bizarre complications, we barely understand. In the last two months, since
his last visit with me, he has seen an internist, a dermatologist, a podiatrist, a
neurologist, a dentist and an infectious disease specialist. These doctors ordered Xrays, lab tests, blood cultures, an EMG, a skin biopsy and several new medicines.
These are confusing tests resulting in confusing diagnoses with confusing therapy in
a confusing patient. What records do I have of all this new complexity? Nada. None.
Moreover, based on our files, all these other physicians have none of ours.
Yesterday I saw Ellen T. This highly intelligent woman was previously in excellent
health, but two years ago she suffered devastating hematological complications of
routine surgery. She presently takes 21 different medicines from a laundry list of
specialists, including several surgeons, kidney specialist, physiatrist, rheumatology,
gastroenterology, cardiology and endocrinology. On January 1, 2013, two things
went wrong. First, her blood sugars skyrocketed dangerously and remain over 300.
Second, she changed her health insurance and most of her doctors do not
participate in the new plan. She needs to immediately transfer her records and
establish a new care team. Do we have a copy of all this information from all these
locations? Not at all.
Bob M. dropped by the office to get a lab test after four months of chemotherapy. A
tooth is causing pain, and it needs to come out. His dentist sent a note asking
whether Bob should stop taking his blood thinner. Our records have no mention of
any blood thinner. Bob never told us, because his primary care doctor has been
prescribing and adjusting that unstable medication. We shudder at the thought of
how the blood thinner interacted with the chemo.
Would you go to a bank that required you to carry a paper ledger of all your
deposited money if you moved from one branch to another? Would you fly a
commercial airline whose arrival at its destination airport was always a surprise?
Shop at a supermarket with unlabeled aisles, food piled in bins, and secret prices
that had to be looked up, one item as a time, when you checked out? We continue
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to tolerate a health care system where our personal information is kept locked in
unconnected, non-communicating silos, so that every time we see a new
practitioner we have to start again and the only thing that protects us from disaster
is our own memory of our medical past. The result is duplication, error and instead
of treating each patient based on their health history, doctors must guess about the
best care, without knowing its possible impact.
Continue reading... [1]
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